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How do we run                ?



Reminder: how to connect

https://siesta-project.org/siesta/events/SIESTA_School-2023/MN4.html

https://siesta-project.org/siesta/events/SIESTA_School-2023/MN4.html


Reminder: how to connect

ssh nct01YYY@mn1.bsc.es

Where YYY is a number unique to each of you (001, 008, 017, 035, 079).

Use also mn2, mn3! (only for data/password: dt01.bsc.es)

Then:

cd /gpfs/scratch/nct01/nct01YYY (we will run things here)

https://siesta-project.org/siesta/events/SIESTA_School-2023/MN4.html

mailto:nct01YYY@mn1.bsc.es
https://siesta-project.org/siesta/events/SIESTA_School-2023/MN4.html


Reminder: tutorial files

Each day, you should copy the tutorial folder available at 
/gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/TUTORIALS/dayX

For example:

cp -r /gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/TUTORIALS/day1  day1



Submitting a job

In each run folder, copy the sample run script from  
/gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/SCRIPTS/runmn.sh

cp  /gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/SCRIPTS/runmn.sh 1-FirstEncounter/CH4/.

cp  /gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/SCRIPTS/runmn.sh 1-FirstEncounter/CH3/.



Submitting a job
Edit the run script!



Submitting a job
Edit the run script!



Submitting a job

Submit!

sbatch runmn.sh

To use reservations:

sbatch runmn.sh --reservation=SIESTA-DAY

sbatch runmn.sh --reservation=SIESTA-NIGHT
https://siesta-project.org/siesta/events/SIESTA_School-2023/MN4.html

https://siesta-project.org/siesta/events/SIESTA_School-2023/MN4.html


A look at the inputs



What are the main ingredients?

For most basic SIESTA calculations, we need at least two inputs:

● Pseudo potential files (e.g. available in PSML format from 
http://www.pseudo-dojo.org, or a PSF created with ATOM).

● An fdf file with the input options.

http://www.pseudo-dojo.org


What’s in the FDF?

The fdf file contains all relevant input options for our simulation: geometry 
information, atomic species information, level of theory, basis set information, 
and a plethora of fine-tuning options.

Let’s have a look at the first fdf for this tutorial…



What’s in the FDF? System information

All output filenames will begin with “ch4.”

Total number of atoms in the simulation box.

Different “kinds” of atoms present.

Note that we have to types of inputs: 
single variables, and blocks.



What’s in the FDF? System geometry

Multiplies all lattice vectors by a constant. Note 
the units.

The lattice vectors themselves.

Unit for the atomic coordinates block. Can
also be “fractional”.

Atomic coordinates and species index
(1 for C, 2 for H).



What’s in the FDF? Other options

Basis Set Options

Relates to the amount of points for grid-based 
operations.

Options for SCF acceleration.

Solver options.



Let’s try it!



Reminders

TUTORIAL:

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-encounter/index.html (last part is 
optional)

1) ssh nct01YYY@mn2.bsc.es     ← (also mn1, mn3)

2) cd /gpfs/scratch/nct01/nct01YYY

3) cp /gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/TUTORIALS/day1 .

4) cp  /gpfs/projects/nct00/nct00003/SCRIPTS/runmn.sh .

5) (move and edit runmn.sh to your run folders)

6) sbatch runmn.sh

https://docs.siesta-project.org/projects/siesta/en/latest/tutorials/basic/first-encounter/index.html
mailto:nct01YYY@mn2.bsc.es


Let’s have a look at the outputs…



Outputs

Installation and run info, Start Time



What are all of these files???



What are all of these files???

Forces and Stress
KS eigenvalues

Forces on atoms

Timing information

Density Matrix Restart Coordinate Restart



What are all of these files???

General Output file: log, out, you name it 



Outputs

Things we have in our FDF file



Outputs

Species and pseudopotential 
information



Outputs

Basis set generation (next 
session!)



Outputs

Coordinates and selected 
options



Outputs

Type of run, cell information.

Sparsity information.

Mesh information (tomorrow!)



Outputs

Initial, non-SCF energy 
decomposition.



Outputs

SCF cycle information

Converged KS energy

Converged total forces and   
cell stress



Outputs

Final energy decomposition



Outputs

Final forces

Final stress/pressure

Electric dipole



Outputs

Primary bibliography, and end-of-run time


